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ICD in Advanced Heart Failure 

• There is little data for ICD 

usage in end stage heart 

failure 

• All the randomised trials 

excluded NYHA IV patients 

• SCD Heft showed 

• The survival benefit was 

confined to NYHA II patients 

• There was no survival benefit 

till 18 months after implant 
Brady et al. N Engl J Med 2005;352:225-37 



• Widely accepted that ICDs should not be implanted in 

patients in their last year of life 

• But many patients may progress to end stage HF in the 

years after ICD implantation 

• In the MADIT-2 trial the efficacy of ICDs was maintained 

after the 1st HF hospitalisation but attenuated with further 

hospitalisations 

ICD in Advanced Heart Failure 



When do discussion actually 

take place 

• There is a gap between the guidelines and real life clinical 

practice 

• In one series of interviews with 15 ICD patients, none 

remembered a conversation about ICD deactivation prior 

to implantation 

• EHRA conducted a survey of 47 ICD implanting centres in 

2010. Only 4% of cardiologist discussed ICD deactivation 

prior to implantation 

Goldstein NE, Mehta D, Siddiqui S, et al. ‘That’s like an act of suicide’ patients’ attitudes toward deactivation of implantable 

defibrillators. J Gen Intern Med 2008;23 suppl 1:7–12. 

Marinskis G, van Erven L; EHRA Scientifi c Initiatives Committee. Deactivation of implanted cardioverter-defibrillators at the end of life: 

results of the EHRA survey. Europace 2010;12:1176–1177 



• In the EHRA survey only  

• 11% of cardiologist were regularly involved in ICD 

deactivations 

• 4% provided written information about options for ICD 

management in terminally ill patients. 

When do discussion actually 

take place 

Marinskis G, van Erven L; EHRA Scientifi c Initiatives Committee. Deactivation of implanted cardioverter-defibrillators at the end of life: results of 

the EHRA survey. Europace 2010;12:1176–1177 



• Deactivation discussion occur more frequently as patients 
deteriorate. 

• In a retrospective study of a 100 patients who had died 
with an ICD, deactivation had been discussed with 27% of 
patients before death 

• When discussions occurred they were close to death 

• 74% in the last days of life 

• 22% in the last hours of life 

• 4% in the last minutes of life 

• Even in hospices only 47% of patients had their ICD 
deactivated whilst receiving hospice care 

When do discussion actually 

take place 

Pettit et al BMJ Supportive & Palliative Care 2012;2:94–97 



Why is there a delay in 

deactivation?  

• In the EHRA survey  

• 83% of cardiologist thought a ICD should be 

deactivated after multiple shocks in dying patients 

• Only 49% of these felt that ICD should be deactivated in 

end stage heart failure 

Marinskis G, van Erven L; EHRA Scientifi c Initiatives Committee. Deactivation of implanted cardioverter-defibrillators at the end of life: results of 

the EHRA survey. Europace 2010;12:1176–1177 



• In a US study of 147 doctors with experience of ICD 

management 

• 86% felt comfortable dealing with patients at the end of 

life 

• 62% lacked confidence in predicting the possibility of 

ICD shocks near the end of life 

• Interestingly most physicians thought their patients 

understood why they had a ICD and were aware of ICD 

deactivation as a option 

Why is there a delay in 

deactivation?  

Pettit et al BMJ Supportive & Palliative Care 2012;2:94–97 



Patient Views 

• Very limited data on patient attitudes 

• In a series of interviews in the US 

• Most patients were keen to talk 
about their ICD but reluctant to 
engage in conversations about  
deactivation 

• Several patients thought that their 
physicians should take such 
decisions 

• Only a few patients knew that the 
shock function of their ICD could 
be deactivated 

Pettit et al BMJ Supportive & Palliative Care 2012;2:94–97 



• Research has cast doubt on the common assumption that 

older individuals with end-stage heart failure favour quality 

of life over longevity 

• Among 622 patients aged >60 with chronic heart failure 

• 74% were not willing to trade survival time for improved 

quality of life 

• 51% wished to be resuscitated if necessary 

Pettit et al BMJ Supportive & Palliative Care 2012;2:94–97 



ICD deactivation guidelines 



Before implant 



During follow up 



At palliative phase 



• Important to remember a basic ethical point 

• Therefore it is important to respect the patient wishes even 

if they are what we would consider illogical.  



• Imagine a patient with end stage heart failure receiving a 

shock every month  

• The clinical team may well feel that that is excessive and 

affecting quality of life 

• Why might the patient think this is ok? 

• A shock lasts about 10ms, the physical pain lasts a few 

seconds 

• 1 month =2.5 million seconds 

• Therefore physical pain occurs for around 0.0001% of 

the time 



How to perform ICD deactivation 



Challenges with ICD 

deactivation 

• Availability of magnet for inhibition of tachycardia 

therapies 

• Availability of programmer and trained staff out of 

hours  

• How to deliver a programmer based deactivation 

to a patient at home or hospice - who takes the 

programmer? 



Programming options 

• The current programming options are limited 

• We can deactivate all therapy (ATP and 

shocks)  

• No currently programming options to leave 

ATP on but shocks off 







Conclusions 

• ICD deactivation should be discussed from the pre 

implant period all the way through to the end stage 

phase 

• Early planning helps to avoid lack of availability at 

the time of greatest need 

• Discussion with manufactures to improve options 

should take place 

• There is still some scope for improvement 



Thank You 


